Our History
The Rodrigues Santanita Family Winery (RM Vinhos) is a family-owned Portuguese
company whose roots origin in 2014. When José Carlos Santanita, one of the most
renowned Portuguese oenologists. And Joelma Rodrigues Santanita, a professional
sommelier, graduated from the Italian Association of Sommeliers and the Brazilian
Association of Sommeliers. Exclusively dedicate themselves to the production and
commercialization of wine.
Yet, the project origins come from much earlier. The roots of this story are growing
since José Carlos Santanita won the award of Oenologist of the Year by the magazine
Vinhos de Portugal in 2009. In a thankful way, to value the importance of the work
developed by the professionals in the wine industry. He created, in the same year
Scancio project.
The wines signed as SCANCIO, in the lines Classic and Reserva, on special years, the
Private Selection, had such a huge success, winning such meaningful prizes that the
Santanita family decided to continue the project. Wherefore the Family Winery
Rodrigues Santanita was created, known as RM Vinhos in Portugal and the in world.
Up to this date, the family has two properties in Portugal, one in Galveias in the
Portalegre region (40 acres), more precisely on the Herdade do Monte da Torre de
Sepúlveda, where the winery has its base. There is another property in the region of
Montemor-o-Novo, namely Quinta das Vitórias (4 acres).
It’s a company that will not give up on its ethical and human values. While,
embracing the speed of our time, letting the world know Portuguese wines of
excellence like it already happens for the brands Scancio, Patrem, Terras de
Montemor, Terras de Galveias, Dona Jô, and Oxe.

Our Winery
The Rodrigues Santanita Winery is proudly presenting you with a cosy family
winery. Built by themselves in Herdade do Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda, now, you
are our special guest, and we invite you to discover it.
The winery has a recent construction, but its goal is to preserve the traditions of the
wine production, such as the traditional foot treading method done on the wine
press, where all our wines start to get in shape. Its location was previously a horse
stable we made a leading refurbishing there to build our winery.
Most of our oaks are from French Oak. Still, we have some American Oak too. Those
who can visit our family Oak rooms always leave with the feeling of seeing a unique
and endearing place. We also have the vat room, a key-place where we produce our
wines at a very controlled temperature.
In our 40 acres of winey we have 20 different grape varieties, among white and red
grape varieties, for instance, Alfrocheiro, Alicante Bouschet, Trincadeira, Syrah,
Aragonês, Arinto, Encruzado e Alvarinho…
All our wines production uses the grapes we grow on our property.
José Carlos Santanita is the one signing the production of his wines. Where the
typicity of each grape variety and terroir always get respected. Hence why the wines
achieve such exceptional and exclusive quality standards.

About Our Wine Tourism
In Galveias, a parish that belongs to the District of Portalegre, a land brimming with
tales, there is no way you can leave without meeting the Herdade do Monte da Torre
de Sepúlveda. Even Commander Marques Ratão lived here. Up to this day, his legacy
still roams this area. Nevertheless, he was not alone. Counts, kings, and the finest
poets crossed this land, enriching it with an exclusive heritage.
The property has six thousand acres densely populated by majestic cork oaks that
leave us enamoured. Can you imagine there are even two dams inside the property?
Is there a better picture of how big the property truly is? The wineries area is 40
acres. It is impossible not to indulge in our senses and be curious about this
mysterious terroir.
The Rodrigues Santanita Family Winery offers you a guided tour through the
Herdade.
Visit our winery, go through all the stages of our wine production, come, and meet
our oak room. You get the opportunity to try for yourself the traditional foot
treading method, a tradition we inherited from our ancestors.
You may also benefit from something else... A wine tasting tour of the wines we
produce on the property added to some equally delicious cheese and “enchidos” (a
unique and traditional sort of Portuguese sausage).
If you are interested, you can also have a nice picnic on the shore of one of the
property dams.
For those who prefer something a bit more traditional, you may choose to do a
workshop while having a bite at the region gastronomies, harmonized with our
wines. This way, you can learn more about this appealing world while enjoying the
tastiest wine: a good wine!
But there is more in this for you, team-building activities where you can be a wine
producer for a day in the enveloping and spellbinding Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda.
Travel back in time, make yourself at home, enjoy a unique and magical place!

Terras de Galveias
On the magnificent landscape of Alentejo, right next to the small village of Galveias, there is located the
Herdade da Torre de Sepúlveda. Over its 6000 acres, are small mountain ridges, valleys, and streams (As
cabeças da Galvea) form a key-place to produce high-quality wine. This wine is the product of a union
between a unique and exclusive terroir of the property. And the Oenologists Association of Portugal. Such
collaboration occurred during the celebration of the 47th anniversary of the foundation.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Alentejo - Portugal
Terroir: Quinta Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda – Schist soil
Grape Variety: Syrah, Alfrocheiro,
Ageing: 6 months in Vat, and 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 14%
Vinification method
The vinification process is total fermentation on skins with prolonged maceration in stainless steel
reservoirs. Alongside fermentation temperature control. Ageing six months in bottle. Bottled with reduced
filtration it may generate sedimentation while ageing.
Wine tasting
It has a ruby colour and a scent of fresh red berries, reminding us of cherries and raspberries. Enveloping
and elegant on the mouth. It has notes of cacao and red berries showing a persistent and pleasant aftertasting.
How to serve
Harmonization It’s the ideal wine for moments of celebration among friends and family. It’s the perfect
wine to accompany you in your daily life. Gastronomy goes with fried or barbecued pork, Italian cuisine
(pizza and Bolognese), cheeses, chicken, turkey or roast duck, baked cod, or baked oily fish.

Terras de Montemor
History
Land of enchantments and tales, the knights and their enchanted Moorish princesses. We inspired
ourselves by true stories of the Portuguese city founded by D. Sancho I in 1203. It is also where Vasco da
Gama studied some of his most decisive sea expeditions. A place to go when attesting the quality of
production here, like our ancestors used to do. A wine prepared by the oenologist José Santanita as a
tribute to his homeland – Terras de Montemor.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Alentejo - Portugal
Terroir: Quinta Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda – Schist soil
Grape Variety: Alfrocheiro, Syrah, Touriga Nacional e Alicante bouchet
Ageing: 6 months in Vat, and 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 14%
Vinification Method
The vinification process is the total fermentation on skins with prolonged maceration stainless steel vats.
Alongside fermentation temperature control. Ageing six months in bottle.
Wine Tasting
With a ruby colour and ripe red berries aroma, it is enveloping, and elegant in the mouth, manifesting a
delicate and more pleasant finishing.
Service and Harmonisation
Terras de Montemor wine has immense versatility, working well in most moments, whether they are
gastronomic or simply, to celebrate life. The service should be at a temperature of 16ºC. Keep the bottle in
a cool, ventilated place, sheltered from intense light, vibrations, and aroma.

Scancio Collection - White
History
The wine is probably one of the most sincere and mysterious drinks in humanity, and all the praiseworthy
wines have a history that makes them unique and special. The history surrounding Scancio history has its
beginning in Brazil in 2007. After José Santanita, one of the most renowned Portuguese Oenologists
recognizes the importance of the work developed by the sommeliers on behalf of the role of wine in the
world.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Arinto
Ageing: 3 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 12,5%
Vinification Method
Destemmed with peculiar pre-fermentation contact. The must cools down at 15ºC, and it’s vacuum-filtered
with perlites. The fermentation is attained through active drought yeasts while the temperature control is
between 16ºC and 18ºC.
Tasting Notes
Scancio Classic White has a pleasant scent with lime notes and some tropical fruits. On the mouth, it’s a
wine with good acidity, intense, and an ending aftertaste that prevails.
How to serve
The Scancio Collection White is very versatile at its gastronomic level. It can accompany cold and semi-hot
salads, Chinese cuisine, white meats on the barbecue, margarita pizza, some varieties of pasta, goat
cheese, etc. Seize life and accompany the most joyful moments with Scancio Classic.

Scancio Collection - Rosé
History
The wine is probably one of the most sincere and mysterious drinks in humanity, and all the praiseworthy
wines have a history that makes them unique and special. The history surrounding Scancio history has its
beginning in Brazil in 2007. After José Santanita, one of the most renowned Portuguese Oenologists
recognizes the importance of the work developed by the sommeliers on behalf of the role of wine in the
world.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Moreto, Castelão e Aragonês
Ageing: 3 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 11,5%
Vinification Method
Destemmed with peculiar pre-fermentation contact. The must cools down at 15ºC, and it’s vacuum-filtered
with perlites. The fermentation attains through active drought yeasts while the temperature control is
between 16ºC and 18ºC.
Tasting Notes
Scancio Classic Rosé takes us back to the scent of fresh red berries that reminds us of cherries and
raspberries. The wine is intense on the mouth and has a nice acidity, with red berry notes. Its finishing is
balanced, fresh, and persistent.
How to serve
Scancio Collection Rosé is highly gifted for gastronomic purposes. Making him perfect for tomato soups,
roasted chicken, roasted sardines, pork sausages, cold salads, boiled and fried seafood, lighter fish dishes,
and roasted or grilled white meats.

Scancio Collection - Red Wine
History
The wine is probably one of the most sincere and mysterious drinks in humanity, and all the praiseworthy
wines have a history that makes them unique and special. The history surrounding Scancio history has its
beginning in Brazil in 2007. After José Santanita, one of the most renowned Portuguese Oenologists
recognizes the importance of the work developed by the sommeliers on behalf of the role of wine in the
world.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Touriga Nacional, Aragonês
Ageing: 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 13%
Vinification Method
A classic method fermentation with destemmed and peculiar pre-fermentation contact followed by
application of active dry yeast. Fermentation at 30ºC during the first 2/3 and decrease to 20ºC during the
last 1/3. The complete fermentative process has 2 daily remakes using half the volume inside the vat. The
cap is plunged for 30 days, but only after the alcoholic fermentation. The extraction of gentle tannins takes
place during this period, alongside the malolactic fermentation and the natural stabilization of the wine.
Tasting Notes
Scancio is a very aromatic wine. Its perfume leaves us inebriated taking our thoughts to red berries,
violets, and woods. A perfect marriage with wood leads him to be highly gluttonous and fresh on the
mouth. That leaves a persistent tasting note, with a very balanced finishing, always luscious and elegant.
How to serve
The perfect wine for socialization. Besides, it’s extremely versatile on a gastronomic level. The best way to
store it will be in your memory alongside a happy moment, one you appreciate. It is a true homage to
those who value the small things in life.

Scancio Selection Unfiltered
White
History
The wine is probably one of the most sincere and mysterious drinks in humanity, and all the praiseworthy
wines have a history that makes them unique and special. The history surrounding Scancio history has its
beginning in Brazil in 2007. After José Santanita, one of the most renowned Portuguese Oenologists
recognizes the importance of the work developed by the sommeliers on behalf of the role of wine in the
world.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: 90% Verdelho & 10% Arinto
Ageing: 3 months in Oak/ 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 13%
Vinification Method
The Wine Scancio Selection Unfiltered is a different wine. It was not subject to filtration. We decided to
embrace the processes that value our history and heritage. Ageing for three months in French Oak, where
the partial malolactic fermentation occurred.
Tasting Notes
A wine that can be complex, soft, full-bodied, and flavourful, and if analysed its tasting, has intense notes
of green apple, lime, and tropical fruits. On the mouth, it is persistent, powerful, and very refreshing.
How to Serve
The Scancio Unfiltered is quite versatile to its gastronomic level, able to accompany rich salads, soft
cheeses, white meats, fish and steamed seafood, grills, and roasts, serving temperature: 8ºC.

Scancio Sellection - Red Wine
History
The Scancio Project has its beginning in 2007, when José Carlos Santanita – one of the standout
oenologists “sommeliers” in Portugal, started to recognize, through unique and exclusive wines, the
importance of the work developed by those professionals who work in the area. Ever since then, there is a
yearly launch of specially signed SCANCIO wines, and in memorable years, there is also the Private
Selection. In ancient Rome, the sommelier was commonly known as SCANCIO ever since those remote
times they offered joy to those who wished to rejoice in the gods nectar.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Touriga Nacional, Syrah e Alicante Bouchet
Ageing: 14 months in French Oak/ 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 13%
Vinification Method
A classic method fermentation with destemmed and peculiar pre-fermentation contact followed by
application of active dry yeast. Fermentation at 30ºC during the first 2/3 and decrease to 20ºC during the
last 1/3. The complete fermentative process has 2 daily remakes using half the volume inside the vat. The
cap is plunged for 30 days, but only after the alcoholic fermentation. The extraction of gentle tannins
occurs during this period, alongside the malolactic fermentation and the natural stabilization of the wine.
Ageing in French oak for 14 months.
Tasting Notes
A dark and shiny red, working as a bridge to a harmonious balance between the red fruits, the spices, and
notes of brand-new wood. In tasting reveals itself as rich and elegant, very well structured, but soft. It’s
after-tasting is long, intense, persistent, and ends with elegance.
How to Serve
“The wine is definitely an otherworldly drink full of mysteries… He as a living creature, is born, lives, and
dies… It’s mandatory to find the right moment! Add the right company to your wine, harmonize it with the
right song because all the moments are perfect. Make sure your days are worth to be remembered and
have an exceptional glass of wine…” (José Santanita)

Dona Jô
History
“The process leading to the creation of Dona Jô has been full of surprises. Nevertheless, achievable
through a certain amount of affection. Every drop was perfectly fermented, hence why such a completion
translated itself in this wine. It is a wine that has a tastable soul, bottled with a beautiful feeling originated
in quarrel and courage which we cannot dissociate from our love for art, that represents the bedrock for
our merit. A registered trademark with a beautiful journey that led to conquering and is now engraved in
the memory of someone who decided to take the first step to begin a new story.”
*Translated version of a popular literature on verse by Carlos Fernandes, from Poesia no Tamborete.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Encruzado
Ageing: 6 months in French Oak / 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 13%
Vinification Method
“Dona Jô” Grand Echanson is born from the ENCRUZADO grape variety. Its production comes in small
amounts yearly, with a carefully chosen barrels selection. This unique vine defies the classic profile of the
praiseworthy white vines. It fermented and aged in French oak barrels for six months.
Tasting Notes
On the nose, it presents peachy scents, confit orange peel, notes of cinnamon, honey, and some white
chocolate. When we taste it in our mouths, we can feel it is an edacious and rich wine, where white pulped
fruits and spicy notes have a long and elegant aftertaste that prevails.
How to serve
Its inner harmony makes the perfect balance for fish dishes, such as codfish au gratin, semi-soft cheeses,
grilled or roasted fish, and white meats. Serve at 10⁰ C.

Oxe
History
The wine Oxe is a tribute made by Joelma Santanita and José Santanita to their origin cultures: The
Nordestina from Brazil and the Alentejana from Portugal. From the grape of Alfrocheiro, which cultivation
happens in the lands of Alentejo. Arises a wine that proposes a welcoming experience based on the
fellowship between the two cultures. Just like in a conversation among friends at the doorstep on a freshly
night amid wine glasses tempered with pure joy, this wine is a toast to the encounters in life. Oxe!
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Alfrocheiro
Ageing: 14 months in French Oak, and 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 15,5%
Vinification Method
The vinification process is the total fermentation on skins with prolonged maceration in wine presses.
There is also a fermentation temperature control. Ageing in French Oak of a first and second year for 12
months.

Tasting Notes
Aromatic and complex highlighting: ripe red berries, pine flavours, cedar, vanilla, cigar, coffee. On the
mouth, shows itself as soft, gluttonous, enveloping, filled with ripe fruit, elegant and fine tannins.
Finishing intensely, in a long and prevailing way.
Service and harmonization
The OXE wine is full of character suited for red meats grilled or roasted, but also cured cheeses. Having a
versatile presence for each moment, perfect to help fill in a nice conversation at night. Should be served at
18ºC temperature. Store the bottle in a ventilated and fresh place. Keep safe from lightning, vibrations, and
strong scents.

Grande José
History
Once upon a time, there was a girl whose name was Victoria, she that had the habit of calling her father
“Grande José” And everything was just pure, joy, music, and a strong bond of love, just like a Grand Syrah.
We have produced this fine and very elaborated wine for the lovers of the grape variety Syrah, a singlevarietal wine.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Syrah
Ageing: 12 months in French Oak, and 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 14%
Vinification Method
The vinification process is the total fermentation on skins with prolonged maceration in wine presses.
Alongside fermentation temperature control. Ageing in French Oak for the first and second year for 12
months.
Tasting Notes
Rich and intense aroma that highlights the ripe red berries, pine flavours, cedar, vanilla, cigar, coffee. On
the mouth, shows itself as soft, gluttonous, enveloping, with ripe fruit, elegant with fine tannins. Finishing
in an intense, long, and prevailing way.
Service and Harmonization
“Grande José” it’s a wine whose presentation shows a strong, and irreverent character, suited for red
meats, grilled, or roasted, and cured cheeses. Meant for all of those who appreciate the small things in life,
who live life to its fullest. Should be served at a 16ºC temperature. The bottle should be stored in a
ventilated and fresh local, away from intense light, vibration, and strong scents.

Patrem Échanson Selection White
History
The name has its origins in Latin “Patrem Meum”. A wine produced by the Santanita Family. Inspiring
itself in the Father figure true essence. An homage to all the fathers for their dedication and love for their
children.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: 90% Arinto, and 10% Verdelho
Ageing: 6 months in French Oak / 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 13%
Vinification Method
Destemmed with peculiar pre-fermentation contact. The must cools down at 15ºC, and it’s vacuum-filtered
with perlites. The fermentation is attained through active drought yeasts while the temperature control is
between 16ºC and 18ºC. Ageing in French Oak for three months.
Tasting Notes
The wine is complex, soft, full-bodied, fresh, and savoury. On the nose, it is very intense, with enveloping
notes. Who reminds us of lime and tropical fruits. On the mouth, it is persistent, powerful, delectable, and
very refreshing.
Service and harmonization
Ideal to go hand in hand with white meats and Italian cuisine. For instance, carbonara, cured goat cheeses,
grilled salmon, Shellfishes, or Seafood. Must be served at an 8ºC temperature. Ageing in French Oak for
three months.

Patrem Échanson Selection
Red wine
History
The name has its origins in Latin “Patrem Meum”. A wine produced by the Santanita Family. Inspiring
itself in the Father figure true essence. An homage to all the fathers for their dedication and love for their
children.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Alfrocheiro, Syrah, Alicante Boushet
Ageing: 6 months in French Oak and 6 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 14%
Vinification Method
The vinification process is the total fermentation on skins with prolonged maceration in stainless vats.
Still, it has a fermentation temperature control.
Tasting Notes
A very intense ruby colour whose brand prevails. The fragrance of red berries got enveloped with the wood
where its ageing occurred. On the mouth, is entailing, and very exquisite manifesting a very pleasant and
long aftertaste.
Service and harmonization
Perfect to go with barbecue, red meat, and Italian cuisine. Should be served at a temperature of 16ºC. Store
the bottle in a ventilated and fresh area, away from intense light, vibrations, and strong scents.

Patrem Meum – Grand Echanson
Red Wine
History
In the magnificent landscape of Alentejo, right next to the village of Galveias, is located the Herdade do Monte da
Torre de Sepúlveda, between small mountain ranges, valleys, and creeks, creating a vital place to produce unique
and exclusive wines. Coming from only a small part of the vineyard who has over 20 years, cultivated in a claylimestone soil, with an excellent solar exposure, which shapes this wine in such a natural true wonder. Produced in
special years, PATREM MEUM is the fruit of the union of Nature and Man, with divine inspiration. Inspired in the
paternal figure, and its true essence. An homage to all the fathers for their dedication and love to their children.
There were produced 1000 bottles for the first edition, being that one of those bottles was delivered to Pope
Francisco, His Holiness, on July 9th of 2019.
Winemaker: José Santanita
Country / Region: Portugal / Alentejo
Terroir: Herdade Monte da Torre de Sepúlveda
Grape Variety: Aragonês, Trincadeira, and Alicante Boushet
Ageing: 24 months in French Oak and 12 months in bottle
Alcohol Vol. % on the label: 15%
Vinification Method
The grapes were carefully transported in plastic boxes of 25 Kg, suitable for food, and subjected to a rigorous
selection when arriving at the winery. And after a traditional foot treading method. The masses were fermented for a
week at a controlled temperature. Ageing in French Oak for 24 months.
Tasting Notes
It’s a wine with great depth in colour, having tones of intense violet. The extraordinary complexity of flavours with
minty notes, spices, ripe forest fruits was very refreshing at the same time. On the mouth, is a fully exuberant and
powerful wine with fine tannins, elegant and compact. Finishing in an elegant distinct, and persistent way. Only one
final word: PERFECT HARMONY.
Service and harmonization
Must be served at the temperature of 16ºC. The bottle storage should be in a ventilated area, shielded from intense
light, strong vibrations, and scents. “All moments are perfect. Make sure your days are worth remembering and have
a fine wine…” (José Santanita)

Thank you!
Our Website:
https://www.santanitawinery.com/
Meet us on Social:

